
4. Incident Number

WA-WFS-126

6. Incident Type

Pandemic

12. Other Statistics

1st dose % of Population Fully Vaccinated % of Population 13

Grays Harbor 23,255 31.36% 17,107 23.07%

Lewis 18,693 23.52% 11,008 13.85%

Pacific 7,332 33.88% 5,537 25.59% 1,939

Thurston 88,311 30.90% 56,963 19.93% 2316

545

7523

1st Dose: 137,591
Fully 

Vaccinated:
90,615

$240,000

Grays Harbor Co. - Aberdeen

Rain likely, mainly after 5pm. Mostly cloudy, with a high near 47. Light and variable wind becoming southwest 10 to 15 mph in the 

morning. Winds could gust as high as 24 mph. Chance of precipitation is 60%. New precipitation amounts of less than a tenth of an 

inch possible.

Tonight: Rain, mainly before midnight. Low around 39. West wind 16 to 21 mph, with gusts as high as 29 mph. Chance of 

precipitation is 90%. New precipitation amounts between a tenth and quarter of an inch possible. 

West Region IMO - COVID Vaccine Daily Situation Update

1. Date/Time Issued             For Operational Period 2. Update # 3. Incident Name

4/9/2021 / 1600                                  4/9/2021 20 West Region Vaccination Support

5. Affected Jurisdictions

Lewis, Grays Harbor, Pacific and Thurston Counties in Washington State

7. Incident Objectives

1. Provide for the health, safety and welfare of all public safety personnel, healthcare providers, clinic attendees, and vaccine recipients.

2. Develop plans to implement mass vaccination clinics for West Region residents in accordance with needs identified by the Counties.

3. Coordinate delivery of vaccines in accordance with relevant eligibility schedules.

4. Coordinate documentation of vaccines delivered.

5. Establish and maintain cost containment and cost accounting procedures in accordance with relevant guidelines.

6. Coordinate with LHJs for the timely, coordinated release of accurate public information.

7. Maintain and enhance interagency and interdisciplinary relationships by developing and maintaining an environment in which all participants are treated with 

dignity and respect.

8. Weather Forecasts

# of IMO personnel assigned:

Lewis Co. - Centralia

A 10 percent chance of rain after 5pm. Increasing clouds, with a high near 53. Light and variable wind becoming west southwest 6 

to 11 mph in the morning. Winds could gust as high as 22 mph.

Tonight: Rain. Low around 34. South southwest wind 9 to 13 mph, with gusts as high as 23 mph. Chance of precipitation is 90%. 

New precipitation amounts of less than a tenth of an inch possible. 

Pacific Co. - Raymond

A slight chance of rain before 2pm, then a chance of rain after 3pm. Patchy fog before 8am. Snow level 1700 feet rising to 2400 feet 

in the afternoon. Otherwise, mostly cloudy, with a high near 50. Light and variable wind becoming southwest 8 to 13 mph in the 

afternoon. Winds could gust as high as 20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 30%.

Tonight: Rain, mainly before 4am. Snow level 3000 feet lowering to 1400 feet after midnight . Low around 35. West wind 11 to 13 

mph, with gusts as high as 20 mph. Chance of precipitation is 90%. New precipitation amounts between a tenth and quarter of an 

inch possible. 

Thurston Co. - Olympia

A 20 percent chance of rain after 2pm. Increasing clouds, with a high near 52. Light south southwest wind becoming west southwest 

8 to 13 mph in the morning. Winds could gust as high as 22 mph.

Tonight: Rain, mainly before 1am. Low around 35. South southwest wind 10 to 15 mph, with gusts as high as 21 mph. Chance of 

precipitation is 90%. New precipitation amounts of less than a tenth of an inch possible. 

9. Yesterday's Accomplishments

IMO conducted meetings with all 4 LHJs and IMTs to improve situational awareness and coordination on planning efforts.  Provide guidance on new ordering 

process in West Region to LHJs/IMTs.  OPS/LOGS/SOFR  conducted site planning visit at Ocean Shores Convention Center for walk-through Vaccination site.  

10. Planned Activities for Today

IMO Debrief site visit.  Resource orders for new POD sites standing up next week began processing.  Coordination with WADOH AREP and LOFR for WANG 

resource assignments.  Planned LSCs transition.  Logistics finalizing new ordering process flow charts.  Finance working to provide updated information on 

processing of LHJ mass vaccination incurred costs.

11. Vaccine Distribution by County (Source: WA DOH):

Current county daily shot rates needed to reach 80%, in the next 21 

days

Grays Harbor

Lewis

Pacific

13. Estimated # of doses given (Source:  / IMT) Thurston

14. Cost to Date: $76,600 (est.) 15. Approved LHJs Invoice Costs

16. Critical resource needs: Vaccination Innoculators for PODS, Medical Monitoring personnel, Walk-up Vaccination PODs for equity in rural areas.

17. Other Items of Interest:

The above DOH website numbers were last updated over 24 hours ago.  At the current average 1st shot rate for all 

counties, it will take 117 days to reach 80% of their combined populations.  Grays Harbor Mass Vaccination POD 

announced at OPS Briefing this AM that the POD has delivered over 15,000 doses.
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